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JUDGMENT 

 

The prosecution case, in brief, is as follows:-  

That on 20.12.2015 one Nripen Paul s/o Lt. Ramesh Paul lodged an FIR 

with the Officer-in-charge of Orang P.S. alleging inter alia that on 26.01.2010 at 

night, someone put one letter in his courtyard in the name of NDFB and 

demanded Rs.5,00,000/- and if he does not pay that amount, his daughter would 

be kidnapped by them. He informed the matter, verbally to the Orang P.S.. The 

informant further alleged as per the direction of the said letter, at about 6.10 pm 

on 20.12.2015, he went to Pauripota Culvert with some money and two persons 

were apprehended with the help of police and public, when they came to take 

the demanded money. When they asked them they came to know that their 

names are Bipul Hazong and Gulzar Hussain.  Hence this case.  

On receipt of the F.I.R., Orang P.S. Case No.108/2015, U/S 387/34 I.P.C. 

was registered. Accordingly police went for investigation, examined witnesses, 

collected evidence and on completion of investigation finding sufficient materials 

u/s 387/34 I.P.C. against accused Bipul Hazong and Gulzar Hussain submitted 

the Charge-sheet against accused Bipul Hazong and Gulzar Hussain is shown as 



Juvenile in the charge sheet. As the accused Gulzar Hussain was minor he was 

sent to Juvenile Justice Board, Udalguri  for trial 

 That upon receipt of the Charge sheet the Learned CJM Udalguri, 

transferred the case to this court for disposal and this court, on perusal of the 

Charge sheet and the other documents sent by the police u/s 173 Cr.P.C. found 

sufficient materials to proceed against the accused and issued process against 

him. 

Accordingly accused Bipul Hazong appeared before the court and the 

necessary documents u/s 207 of Cr. P.C. were given to the accused and 

considering the relevant documents and hearing both the parties, particular of 

the offences u/s 385 IPC were read over and explained to accused Bipul Hazong 

to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

During trial prosecution side examined six witnesses. All the prosecution 

witnesses were cross examined by the defence. The prosecution declined to 

examine any other witnesses on their behalf and prayed for closing the evidence 

of the prosecution witnesses. Accordingly the evidence of the prosecution side 

was closed. The examination of the accused u/s 313 of Cr.P.C. was recorded as 

per law and kept with the record. No defence witness was examined. 

 I have heard the arguments of both the sides and perused the evidence 

on record.  

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

 After perusal of record and hearing the parties the following points for 

determination arose before this court in the instant case-  

Whether accused Bipul Hazong put Nripen Paul in fear of injury in order 

to commit extortion and thereby committed the offence punishable u/s 385 IPC? 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

 

So far as the point for determination is concerned, PW1 deposed that he 

is the informant and he knows the accused persons. On 16/11/2015 one letter 

was sent to him in the name of NDFB and he was asked to pay Rs. Five Lac. On 

16/12/2015 he was again demanded to pay Rs. Five Lac and if he did not pay the 

amount within 20/12/2015 then he was threatened that his daughter would be 



kidnapped.   Then he made communication with the person over phone and he 

said that he would meet them and would pay them Rs.30,000/- after the bargain. 

After that he informed the police and when he went to meet that unknown 

person, police also went with him. He also informed his brother Barun and some 

persons of the village. Thereafter he went to meet the persons and met two 

persons. At that time police arrested both the two persons namely Bipul Hazong 

and Gulzar Alam. In the police station both the accused persons admitted their 

fault. Later on, he lodged the FIR. 

In the cross examination PW1 stated that the FIR was written by one 

person Nandeswar. The FIR was written as per his direction. He did not mention 

in the FIR that on 16/11/2015 one letter was sent to him in the name of NDFB 

and he was asked to pay Rs. Five Lac. It is  not a fact that he did not mention in 

the FIR that on 16/12/2015, he was again demanded to pay Rs. Five Lac. Police 

interrogated him about the incident. It is not a fact that he did not say to police 

about the demand of money on 16/11/2015 and 16/12/2015. He did not lodge 

an FIR as to the incident of 16/11/2015. He informed police verbally about the 

incident.  He did not lodge an FIR as to the incident of 16/12/2015. He informed 

police verbally about the incident. He lodged the FIR after the arrest of the 

accused persons. The accused persons called him over the phone of his brother. 

Police did not seize the mobile of his brother.  He kept the money  (ten pieces of 

Rs.100/- and rest was papers) below a culvert, Police did  not seize the same. He 

does not remember the phone number of the persons who called his brother. He 

does not know as to who gave him the demand letter. The culvert was situated 

on the village road from Orang to Dalgaon. When he went to give the demanded 

money Bipin Deka, Nandan Dey, Nitai Sutradhar were with him.  At first he went 

in a car and then he walked for some time to meet the accused persons. There 

was an incident occurred during last Durga Puja. The houses of the accused 

persons situated at Nepali gaon. One has to go after passing the culvert situated 

on the village road from Orang to Dalgaon. It is not a fact that in order to save 

them from the incident occurred during last Puja, he has filed a false case. It is  

not a fact that he did not say to police  that accused persons admitted their fault 

before them.  He did not converse with the accused persons. He put his 

signature on Exhibit 2 in the police station. He did not read the content of exhibit 

2. He has not seen the demand letter in the court today. It is not fact that the 

accused persons are not involved in the incident. It is not fact that he has 



deposed falsely. 

PW 2 deposed that he knows the informant and the accused persons. The 

accused persons demanded money from his elder brother. Later on with the help 

of the police they could apprehend the accused persons. The accused persons 

demanded money to his brother over phone. Police seized the mobile phone of 

the accused persons. The accused persons demanded Rs. Five Lac from his 

brother and later the accused persons agreed at Rs.30,000/- 

In the cross examination, PW2 stated that he put his signature on Exhibit 

3 in the police station. He did not read the content of exhibit 3.  The fact that the 

accused persons demanded money from his brother was written on Exhibit 3. 

The accused persons demanded money to his brother. The accused persons also 

talked with him over phone. The place of the occurrence was on the village road. 

The houses of the accused persons situated at Nepali gaon. One has to go after 

passing the culvert situated on the village road from Orang to Dalgaon. There 

was an incident occurred during last Durga Puja. It is not a fact that in order to 

save them from the incident occurred during last Puja, they have filed a false 

case. It is not fact that the accused persons are not involved in the incident. It is 

not a fact that the accused persons were going to their house and then they 

apprehended them out of suspicion. It is not fact that he has deposed falsely. 

When they went to give the demanded money at the place of the occurrence, 

Bipin Deka, Nandan Dey, Nitai Sutradhar were with them. He has not seen the 

demand letter in the court today. 

PW3 deposed that he knows the informant as well as the accused. The 

incident took place about four months ago. The accused demanded Rs. Five lac 

from Nripen Paul. Later on at Rupees twenty thousand it was settled. Money was 

not handed over to the accused. When the accused came to take the money, he 

was apprehended by police.   

In the cross examination, PW3 stated that One road is there from Orang 

to Dalgaon. If one has to go to their village from Orang, then one has to go 

along the said road. The accused is from Pauripata. The accused has to go along 

the said road to his village from Orang. He does not know who kept the letter in 

the house of the informant. The accused and some other boys were beaten 

during last Durga Puja by the public of their village. They got the accused treated 

by the Doctor.  It is not a fact that the accused was not involved in the instant 



case. It is not a fact that when the accused was going to his house, he was 

apprehended and implicated in the case falsely. Police came after they 

apprehended the accused. No case was registered in the police station till they 

apprehended the accused. It is not a fact that the accused did not demand 

money from the informant.   

PW4 deposed that he knows the informant. He knows the accused. About 

1 year ago, the accused came to take money from Nripen Paul near the culvert at 

Pauripota. Later on local people caught two accused persons and handed over 

them to police. Police did not seize anything.  

In the cross examination PW4 stated that he has already deposed in the 

court once in connection with the case.  He does not know who demanded 

money. If one has to Dalgaon from Orang, then he has to cross the culvert at 

Pauripota. He has to cross the culvert at Pauripota in order to go to his house 

from Orang. There are about 90 families in Pauripota. All the persons have to 

cross the culvert at Pauripota in order to go to their houses from Orang. There is 

no other road to go to Pauripota from Orang. He knows the accused for a long 

time. He resides at Nepalbasti of Pauripota. They kept the money near the 

culvert at a distance of 5 feet. He does not know where the accused was when 

they were hiding in the jungle neat the place of the occurrence. It is not a fact 

that the accused did not demand any money. During last Durga Puja, there was 

the dispute between the accused, his brother and the Durga Puja committee and 

the said committee gave the cost of the treatment of the accused. it is not a fact 

that a false case is lodged against the accused. He does not know if the accused 

demanded money or not. He does not know whether money was kept near the 

culvert or not. He only heard about the incident. 

PW5 deposed that he knows the informant and the accused. The accused 

demanded rupees twenty five lac first from the informant. After that it was 

settled at rupees fifty thousand. money from Nripen Paul. About 1 year ago, the 

accused came to take money from Nripen Paul near the culvert at Pauripota. We 

were there. Later on they caught two accused persons and handed over them to 

police.  

In the cross examination PW5 stated that he has already deposed in the 

court once in connection with the case.  In the other case he did not mention 

about the demand of rupees twenty five lac first from the informant by the 



accused and after that it was settled at rupees fifty thousand. He did not mention 

the same in the other case as it was not asked to him by the counsel. Police did 

not interrogate him. Whatever stated in the court by him today, he has said the  

same for the first time. The demand letter was thrown in the house of the 

informant. He does not know who demanded money.  There are about 300 

families in Pauripota. All the persons have to cross the culvert at Pauripota in 

order to go to their houses from Orang. He has to cross the culvert at Pauripota 

in order to go to his house from Orang. The accused belongs to their village and 

he has to cross the culvert at Pauripota in order to go to his house from Orang. 

The demanded money was kept near the electric post. There are three electric 

posts at the place of the occurrence. The so called money was kept in a plastic 

bag in between the electric posts and the culvert and bricks were kept above the 

plastic bag. The distance between the culvert and electric post is about 100 

meter.  Barun Paul kept the so called money, kept in a plastic bag. There was no 

money in the plastic bag. But it was shown as if there was money. At the time of 

the incident he was in the place of the occurrence. He  Nitai, Nripen were also 

there. They were in a vehicle. Nitai Sutradhar has given evidence in the court 

today before him. They caught the accused persons on the main road.     

 It is not a fact that the accused did not demand any money and they 

caught the accused on suspicion. It is not a fact that During last Durga Puja, 

there was dispute between the accused, his brother and the Durga Puja 

committee. Nitai Sutradhar belongs to our village.  It is not a fact that a false 

case is lodged against the accused. 

PW6 deposed that On 20-12-2015 while he was working as O/C at Orang 

police station, on that the day he received one information over phone from 

Nripen Paul that somebody demanded of money from him. Accordingly he went 

to the house of the informant and made an arrangement to apprehend the 

culprit. They kept one bag near a culvert at Pauripota and later on when Gulzar 

Hussain and Bipul Hazong went to take the bag they apprehended them and 

brought them to the police station. On the very day Nripen Paul lodged the FIR. 

The demand letter was seized in the police station. The mobile phones of the 

accused persons were also seized from the accused. After that the accused 

persons were sent to the court. He took the statement of the witnesses. He also 

drew the sketch map of the place of the occurrence. There after he submitted 



the charge sheet U/S 387/34 I.P.C. against accused Gulzar Hussain and Bipul 

Hazong.  

In the cross examination, PW6 stated that he gave statement in the 

Juvenile Court. He went to the place of the occurrence on the basis of the GD 

Entry bearing no. 402 dated 20/12/2015. He has not submitted the extract copy 

of the GD Entry. In the GD Entry nothing is mentioned about the involvement of 

the accused persons in the instant case. He received the FIR on the same day 

after the arrest of the accused persons. At the time of the ambush, he was near 

the place of the occurrence. He did not drew the sketch map of the place where 

the money was kept.  He drew the sketch map of the place where the demand 

letter was thrown. He has not mentioned that place specifically in the Sketch 

map. He did not record the statement of all the persons near the place of the 

occurrence as mentioned in the Sketch map. They kept the money on the culvert 

where people can seat.  There was no money. The bag was wrapped with plastic. 

He has not seized the said bag. He has not mentioned about the names of the 

persons in the said ambush. He went to the places where the demand letter was 

kept and the bag was kept on the same day. He has not seen the demand letter 

in the court. He did not take the signature of the accused persons in the seizure 

list. He seized the demand letter from Nripen Paul. Nripen Paul did not mention 

about the occurrence of the incident on 16/11/2015 and 16/12/2015  in the FIR.   

Nripen Paul did not tell him about the occurrence of the incident on 16/11/2015 

and 16/12/2015. He did not take the statement of the writer of the FIR.  Bipin 

Deka did not tell him about the demand of Rupees twenty five lacs by the 

accused persons. The road on which the money was kept runs to Shilvori and 

known as Pauripota. One has to go through Pauripota if one wants to go to the 

Silvori from Orang. The houses of the accused persons are at Pauripota. He 

prepared the sketch map in the police station. It is not a fact that the accused 

persons are not involved in the case.       

So it is found that in the instant case the accused is charged under 

section 385 IPC. The main ingredients of the offence u/s 387 IPC is that one has 

to put or attempt to put one person in fear of injury for the purpose of 

committing extortion.  

The informant alleged that at first one demand letter was thrown in his house 

in the name of NDFB and Rupees Five Lac was demanded and as per the 



direction of the said letter, he went to the place of the occurrence for the 

delivery of the money and there the accused was caught by the police. 

The case of the prosecution is based upon allegation of the informant. 

Now the question is why the accused is implicated in the case. As per the 

prosecution, the accused was caught with one of his partner when he went to 

take the money from the culvert situated at the Pauripota.  

It is the burden upon prosecution to prove that it was the accused who 

was involved with the incident of throwing of demand letter to the house of the 

informant and then there was the phone call him to the informant relating to the 

payment of money.  

PW1 stated that first there was the demand letter and after that he was 

called over phone and there was the negotiation as to the payment of money. On 

careful scrutiny of the case on hand, it is found that though the informant 

mentioned in the FIR that as per the direction of the said letter, he went to the 

place of the occurrence for the delivery of the money, the informant as PW1 

stated that he made communication with the person over phone relating to the 

payment of money and after bargain he went to the place of the occurrence. On 

the other hand PW 2 stated that the accused demanded money to his brother 

over phone.  

Both  PW1 and PW2 stated that the accused person communicated with 

the informant over telephone. But this statement is not sufficient to hold the 

accused guilty of the offence as alleged by the prosecution. It is the burden on 

the prosecution that it was the accused, who called the informant over phone 

and then demanded money. However no CDR is collected by the prosecution to 

prove the fact that the accused called and demanded money from the informant. 

The case of the defence is that the accused resides at Pauripota and he 

has to go to his house along the road of Pauripatte, where a culvert, as 

mentioned in the case by the prosecution, is situated. It is also found that most 

of the prosecution witnesses have admitted that the accused resides at Pauripota 

and he has to go to his house along the road where he was caught on the day of 

the incident. All this fact leads to a question as to whether the accused was the 



persons who threw the demand letter in the house of the informant or whether 

the accused was the persons who called the informant and demanded money. 

In Jil Haque vs. State of Assam ,2016(3) GLT 299 Honorable 

Gauhati High Court held that the golden thread which run through the web of 

administration of justice in criminal case is that it two views are possible on te 

evidence on record- i.e. one pointing the guilt of the accused and the other to his 

innocence, the view, which is favourable to the accused, should be adopted.”. 

     During argument learned counsel for the accused stated that mere seizing 

of the document does not prove the allegation that money was demanded by the 

accused on the basis of the document.    

More over though I/O in the instant case said that he seized the demand 

letter as produced by the informant, the claim that the said demand letter was 

given by the accused person to the informant is not proved by the prosecution. 

Non collection of the CDR of the phone of the accused as well as the 

brother of the informant is also fatal to the case of the prosecution.  

Under the facts and circumstances of the instant case, it is found that the 

prosecution has been failed to prove the guilt of the accused person u/s 385 IPC 

beyond reasonable doubt by adducing some cogent evidence and hence the 

accused is entitled to be acquitted under the benefit of doubt. 

 

ORDER 

 

Under the facts and circumstances of the instant case, it is found that the 

prosecution has been failed to prove the guilt of the accused person u/s 385 IPC 

beyond reasonable doubt by adducing some cogent evidence and hence the 

accused Bipul Hazong is entitled to be acquitted under the benefit of doubt.  

The bail-bonds of accused Bipul Hazong is extended for a further period 

of 6 months from today as per provisions of Section 437A, Cr.P.C as amended up 

to date.  

The judgment is delivered in the open Court, under my hand and the seal 

of this court on this the 30th day of July, 2015.  



 

 

(N.C.BHUYAN) 

Judicial Magistrate 1st Class  

     Udalguri 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix:- 

 

1. Prosecution witnesses  

PW1- Nripen Chandra Paul 

PW2 Barun Paul 

PW3 Nandan Dey 

PW4 Nitai Sutradhar 

PW5 Bipin Deka 

PW6 Someswar Bora 

2. Defence witnesses  

None   

3. Prosecution exhibit.  

Ext. 1 FIR 

Ext.2 Seizure List 

Ext.3 Seizure List 

Ext.4 Seizure List 

Ext.5 Charge sheet  

Ext.6 Sketch Map 

4. Defence exhibit. 

None 

 

    (N.C.BHUYAN) 

Judicial Magistrate 1st Class  

 Udalguri 

 


